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1. THE SITE AND ITS SETTING 
1.1. The Site  

1.1.1. The Bioganix Ltd (Bioganix) facility at Bonby (previously known as Bio Waste Solutions) is a food 
waste handling facility, situated on Bonby Lane, Brigg, Lincolnshire, DN20 0PJ and is centred on 
National Grid Reference TA 01519 16499. 

1.1.2. Planning Permission for the development was granted by North Lincolnshire Council on 10 August 
2005 reference 2005/0736.  

1.1.3. The site operates under environmental permit, reference EPR/FP3092NC, initially granted in 2005 
and most recently varied in 2018.   

1.2. Environmental Setting 

1.2.1. The site is located in low lying farmland approximately 6km south of the Humber Estuary. The 
village of Bonby is located approximately 1km to west/southwest and the A15 and Brigg Road 
(B1218) are located approximately 1km to the east.  The location of the site in relation to the 
surrounding features is presented in Figure 1, with the permit boundary indicated in green. A scaled 
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Site Location Plan and Site Plan are presented within the main application documents, reference 
HC1666-02 Site Condition Report Appendix 3. 

Figure 1: Site Location 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2.2. Details of the site layout are presented in Figure 2. 

Figure 2: Site Plan  
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1.2.3. The closest receptor to the site is the adjacent anaerobic digestion (AD) plant, to the north, which is 
operated by Brigg Lane Biogas.  Feedstocks produced by Bioganix are pumped directly to the Brigg 
Lane Biogas AD Facility for anaerobic digestion. 

1.2.4. There are a number of farms within the fields surrounding the site, the closest being Hall Farm 
(300m northeast, understood to be currently unoccupied), Manor Farm (300m south understood to 
be currently unoccupied), Grange Farm (800m northwest) and Bonby Top Farm (800m south).   

1.2.5. The site lies directly over the Chalk aquifer, designated a principal aquifer by the Environment 
Agency and is in a Source Protection Zone 3: total catchment. A buried sand channel runs 
southwest to northeast through the site.  The area of the site is designated as a nitrate vulnerable 
zone.   

1.2.6. There are no recorded abstractions within 2km of the site and no surface water features within 
500m. 

1.2.7. Local topographical maps indicate a pond and well at Grange Farm, approximately 800m to the 
northwest.  Several springs arise in the village of Bonby, draining westwards.  The site is not in an 
area at risk from flooding. 

1.2.8. The nearest SSSI is South Ferriby Chalk Pit, which is situated approximately 3.5km to the north of 
the site.  

1.2.9. The Humber Estuary is 6km to the north of the site and this is designated as a Special Area of 
Conservation (SAC), Special Protection Area (SPA) and Ramsar. 

1.2.10. Local Wildlife Sites are listed as follows: 

• Bonby Road Verges; 

• Bonby Upper Meadow; 

• Saxby Verges South; 

• Hill Side Plantation; and 

• Whiting Mill Bottom Road Verges. 

1.2.11. A Qualitative Environmental Risk Assessment is presented as report reference HC1666-04. 
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2. THE PERMIT VARIATION  
2.1. Background 

2.1.1. The Bioganix Bonby facility is a food waste handling facility. The site is currently permitted for 
disposing of or recycling animal carcasses or animal waste, at a plant with a capacity exceeding 10 
tonnes per day of animal carcasses or animal waste or both in aggregate (EPR S6.8 A(1) (c)..It is 
also permitted for physical treatment of non-animal by-products wastes. 

2.1.2. Bioganix have made a number of improvements to the site at Bonby and seek to vary their permit to 
include these changes as detailed below.  

2.1.3. A key change is the building of an additional tank farm – Tank Farm 3 on the site plans.  Other 
details of changes are given below. 

2.2. Summary of Changes for this Variation Application 

2.2.1. Site operations are designed to target oil rich waste.  This is mixed with liquid wastes to enable it to 
be processed for oil extraction, which can be sold on for biodiesel. The majority of the remaining 
material is sent on for feedstock to anaerobic digestion at the adjacent Brigg Lane Biogas facility.  
As a backup position some waste is sent to landspreading.  To improve the segregation and 
blending of incoming wastes to meet both AD and landspreading requirements, an additional tank 
farm has been built. 

2.2.2. Tank Farm 3 provides the following benefits: 

• Provides additional capacity to Tank Farm 2 to deal with rapid response, one-off waste 
streams. 

• Allows for uninterrupted storage whilst compliance sampling and testing takes place. 

• Provides improved mixing capability. 

• Allows additional separation for incoming waste streams, to target the treatment methods. 

• Allows provision for a tank dedicated to waste streams compliant with the landspreading EWC 
code 19 02 03.  This tank will primarily be used to feed into other tanks for blending of 
feedstocks for anaerobic digestion plants. However, in the event of an imbalance, it will be 
suitable for spread to land. 

2.2.3. This application is being prepared at the same time as a variation to the landspreading permit in the 
name of Bioganix.  There are some proposed changes to descriptions associated with the permitted 
EWC codes in order to marry the two permits. 

2.2.4. It is proposed to increase the throughput of the site to 200,000 tonnes per year.  Now that the 
adjacent AD plant is operational Bioganix will supply all of its feedstock wastes and wish to continue 
serving their existing cumstomer base.  The treatment capacity will increase from a permitted 300 
tonnes per day to 1500 tonnes per day. 

2.2.5. It is proposed to extend the footprint of the permit in small areas to the east and west.  There will 
also be an extension at the eastern end of the Process Area C, together with the land to the south 
adjacent to the existing grain stores. The change in footprint will accommodate infrastructure 
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changes between Bioganix and Brigg Lane Biogas and allow for a vehicle holding area adjacent to 
the existing grain stores.  This will assist with managing increased traffic movements as a 
consequence of increased throughput. 

2.2.6. There is a very small area of the existing Bioganix permit where a pipeline to the AD plant takes a 
90 degree turn to connect to the new tank farm.  This is less than 10m in length.  The pipe is entirely 
above ground at this point and in the control of Brigg Lane Biogas.  The underlying ground is within 
the Bioganix permit.  It is proposed that this area of overlap remains in both permits and is dealt with 
by a procedure within the Environmental management System. 

2.2.7. The site will also gain a new generator.  This will run on oils produced from site wastes.  It is 
proposed to provide the site’s power by this method and to look to reduce the requirements for the 
existing boiler.  It will be run as part of a trial, to demonstrate to customers the capabilities of a 
sustainable oils generator.  The thermal input of the generator is below the threshold of 1MW given 
in the Medium Combustion Plant Directive. 

2.2.8. Bioganix have gained a new waste stream of soapstock.  With the addition of sulphuric acid the oily 
fraction can be separated.  This will change the description of waste operations from physical 
treatment to physical and chemical treatment. 

2.2.9. The site has a comprehensive Environmental Management System (EMS), as referenced in 
application document HC1666-06, to manage the proposed changes.  The EMS is regularly 

reviewed and updated and the latest summary is presented. 

2.2.10. Further details of the proposed changes are presented in report HC1666-01 Supporting Document. 
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